Q.1 Which of the following pairs of numbers and signs, when their positions are
interchanged, will correctly solve the given mathematical equation?
17 × 15 + 3 – 11 ÷ 3 = 45
1. 15 and 11, + and ×
2. 17 and 3, – and ÷
3. 15 and 11, – and ×
4. 15 and 11, + and –
Ans (1)

Q.2 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Wall
2. Ceiling
3. Floor
4. Fan
Ans (4)

Q.3 Select the option that is related to the fourth term in the same way as the first term is
related to the second term.
QMDFEHKNJ : FDMQVJNKH :: ? : HELIOPTER
1. ILEHOERTP
2. ILEHLRETP
3. ILEHORETP
4. LIEHLREPT
Ans (2)

Q.4 A farmer is preparing his field. He starts his tractor from garage and drives 5 km
towards East. From there, he turns right and drives 6 km. Then, he turns right and
drives 8 km. Again, he turns right and drives 10 km when his tractor breaks down.
What is the shortest distance between his current location and garage?
1. 9 km
2. 6 km
3. 5 km
4. 2 km
Ans (3)

Q.5 Stayen starts walking towards North. After walking 70m he turns to left and walks 35m
straight. He then turns to left and walks 30m , again he turns to the left and walks a
distance of 35m. How far is he from the starting point and in which direction?
1. 40m, South
2. 35m, North
3. 35m, South
4. 40m , North
Ans (4)

Q.6 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 16 - 3
2. 50 - 7
3. 51 - 25
4. 64 - 32
Ans (4)

Q.7

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (1)

Q.8 If D = 12, AGE = 39, then ‘JADE’ will be equal to?
1. 62
2. 40
3. 58
4. 60

Ans (4)

Q.9 Select the option that will replace the question mark to complete the given series.
7, 17, 41, 85, ?, 257

1. 155
2. 105
3. 165
4. 150
Ans (1)

Q.10 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 798 : 897 : 798
2. 432 : 324 : 231
3. 321 : 213 : 123
4. 564 : 645 : 456
Ans (2)

Q.11 ‘Greedy’ is related to ‘Generous’ in the same way as ‘Vindictive’ is related to:
1. Merciful
2. Revengeful
3. Inimical
4. Apathetic
Ans (1)

Q.12

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.13

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.14 Four numbers have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one
is different. Choose the odd one.
1. 113
2. 117
3. 103
4. 107
Ans (2)

Q.15

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.16

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (1)

Q.17 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the first term.
AOE : FUJ :: RKT : ?
1. WQY
2. WOY
3. VOY
4. VQX
Ans (1)

Q.18 If + means –, – means ×, × means ÷, and ÷ means +, then what will be the value of
following expression?
13 – 3 + 15 × 3 ÷ 5 = ?
1. 41
2. 37
3. 42
Ans (4)

4. 39

Q.19 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
K, J, L, I, ?, H
1. D
2. N
3. L
4. M
Ans (4)

Q.20

1.

2.

3.
4.

Ans (2)
Q.21

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)
Q.22 Select the option in which the numbers shares the same relationship as that shared by
the given pair of numbers.
(73, 78, 93)
1. (29, 34, 39)
2. (23, 33, 38)
3. (145, 150, 165)
4. (67,72 ,82)

Ans (3)
Q.23 Select the option that will fill in the blank and complete the given series.
FTB, IQE, LNH, OKK, ?
1. RHN
2. RGM
3. SHM

4. SHN
Ans (1)

Q.24 Read the given statements and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information
given in the statements is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly
known facts, decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the
statements.
Statements:
I. Some Delhites are Singaporeans.
II. No Singaporean is an American.
Conclusions:
I. Some Americans are Singaporeans .
II. All Singaporeans are Delhites.
1. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.
2. Only conclusion I follows.
3. Either conclusion I or II follows.
4. Only conclusion II follows.
Ans (1)

Q.25 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of words.
Wheel : Spoke
1. Table : Chair
2. House : Room
3. Star : Galaxy
4. Chapter : Book
Ans (2)

Q.26 Which of the given options would be a logical sequence of the following words?
1.Decameter
2.Millimeter
3.Hectometer
4.Centimeter
5.Decimeter
1. 3, 1, 5, 2, 4
2. 5, 1, 3, 2, 4
3. 2, 1, 5, 3, 4
4. 3, 1, 5, 4, 2
Ans (4)

Q.27 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the first term.
Ballet : Choreographer :: Clothes : ?
1. Tailor
2. Printer
3. Shopkeeper
4. Producer
Ans (1)

Q.28

1.
2.

3.

4.

Ans (2)
Q.29

1.

2.

4.

3.

Ans (4)

Q.30

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (3)

Q.31 Four letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose the odd one.

1. BEHK
2. GJMQ
3. MPSV
4. RUXA
Ans (2)

Q.32 In a certain code language, ‘RIVER’ is written as ‘10-3-5-2-10’ then how will ‘PETROL’
be written in the same code language?
1. 11-2-7-10-13-16
2. 13-5-8-9-4-15
3. 12-2-8-10-13-15
4. 12-2-8-10-4-16
Ans (4)

Q.33 If in a certain code, ‘BRIDGE’ is written as ‘ACQSHJCEFHDF’, what is the code of
POWER?
1. OQNPVXEFRS
2. OQNPVXDFQS
3. QONPXVDFQS
Ans (2)

4. QOPNVXDFSQ

Q.34 The two given expressions on either side of the ‘=’ sign will have the same value if two
terms on either side or on the same side are interchanged. Find from the given option
the correct terms to be interchanged.
5×2+8÷2–1=9–6÷3+6×3
1. 8, 9
2. 5, 9
3. 2, 6
4. 1, 9
Ans (2)

Q.35 In a certain code language, ‘apple’ is called ‘pear’, ‘pear’ is called ‘orange’, ‘orange’ is
called ‘guava’ and ‘guava’ is called ‘melon’. In this language, which one of the
following will be a citrus fruit?
1. Pear
2. Melon
3. Guava
4. Orange
Ans (3)

Q.36

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (3)

Q.37 Four pairs of letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some
manner, while one is different. Choose the odd one.
1. OLEV - EVOL
2. ARNI - RMIZ
3. TSRA - ZIHG
4. XHEP - KVRA
Ans (4)

Q.38 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 64 : 100 : 18
2. 25 : 16 : 9
3. 16 : 64 : 12
Ans (4)

4. 81: 9 : 19

Q.39 A statement is given followed by two conclusions I and II. Consider the given
statement as true and decide which of the given conclusions logically follow/s from
the given statement.
Statement:
The Prime Minister has made clear that his government will make concerted effort for
the upliftment of poor farmers and announced an annual pension for them.
Conclusions:
I. Government understands that the condition of poor farmers needs immediate
attention.
II. No benefits are announced for other sections of society.
1. Both conclusions I and II follows.
2. Only conclusion II follows.
3. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.
4. Only conclusion I follows.
Ans (4)

Q.40

1.
2.
3.
Ans (3)

4.

Q.41 Select the option that will replace the question mark to complete the given series.
40, 50, 61, 73, 86, ?, 115
1. 99
2. 105
3. 100
4. 98

Ans (3)

Q.42 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Rockets
2. Planets
3. Galaxies

Ans (1)

4. Stars

Q.43 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by
the given pair of numbers.
76 : 171
1. 24 : 39
2. 52 : 115
3. 28 : 63
4. 62 : 135

Ans (3)
Q.44

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (3)
Q.45 Arrange the following words in the order in which they appear in an English dictionary.
1.Meticulous
2.Metric
3.Method
4.Mettle
5.Meter
1. 5, 3, 1, 4, 2
2. 5, 1, 3, 2, 4
3. 3, 4, 5, 1, 2
4. 5, 3, 1, 2, 4

Ans (4)

Q.46 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of words.
Lotus : Flower
1. Furniture : Wood
2. Rial : Currency
3. Paper : Book

Ans (2)

4. Metal : Copper

Q.47 Identify the number that does NOT belong to the following series.
104, 108, 54, 58, 29, 31
1. 29
2. 54
3. 58

Ans (4)

4. 31

Q.48

1.

3.

2.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.49 Select the option that is related to the fifth number in the same way as the second
number is related to the first number and the fourth number is related to the third
number.
9 : 102 :: 11 : 146 :: 13 : ?
1. 198
2. 171
3. 175
4. 200
Ans (1)
Q.50 Select the option that is related to the fifth number in the same way as the second
number is related to the first number and fourth number is related to third number.
31 : 3 : : 75 : 35 : : 54 : ?
1. 19
2. 9
3. 20
4. 21

Ans (3)

Q.1 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the first term.
SPORTS : 214 :: SOCIAL : ?
1. 118
2. 116
3. 60
4. 120
Ans (1)

Q.2 In a certain code language, ‘ULTERIOR’ is written as ‘33259969’. How will
‘NAVIGATION’ be written as in that language?
1. 1412297215
2. 5149722965
3. 1419712915
4. 5149712965
Ans (4)

Q.3

1.

3.

Ans (3)

2.

4.

Q.4 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 19, 39
2. 25, 53
3. 68, 137
4. 37, 75
Ans (2)

Q.5 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
1, 1, 2, 3, 7, 22, ?
1. 152
2. 155
3. 157
4. 156
Ans (2)

Q.6

1.

2.

4.
3.

Ans (2)

Q.7 If A indicates >; B indicates <; C indicates =; D indicates +; E indicates –; F indicates ×;
G indicates /; then which of the following options is true?
1. (27G3)C(75G5)C(6F2)
2. (35E15)C(5F5)A(20G4)
3. (5D6)A(6D12)A(13D6)
4. (5D6)A(4D3)A(3D3)
Ans (4)

Q.8 Two statements are given followed by four conclusions I, II, III and IV. You have to
consider these statements to be true, even if they seem at variance from commonly
known facts. Decide which of the given conclusions logically follow/s from the given
statement.
Statements:
1. All papers are stationery.
2. Some papers are books.
Conclusions:
I.Some stationery are papers.
II.No stationery is paper.
III.No book is stationery.
IV.Some books are papers.
1. Only conclusions I, II and IV follow.
2. Only conclusions I and II follow.
3. Only conclusions II and III follow.
4. Only conclusions I and IV follow.
Ans (4)

Q.9 Four letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose the odd one.
1. dEefFF
2. mnNoOO
3. uvVwWW
4. pqQrRR
Ans (1)

Q.10

1.

3.

2.

4.

Ans (3)

Q.11

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (2)

Q.12 In a certain code language, ‘PAYCHECK’ is written as ‘YHQZFXMV’ and ‘TEACH’ is
written as ‘NXHZF’. How will ‘YACHT’ be written as in that language?
1. QHZFN
2. HQZFV
3. QXZFN
4. YHZF
Ans (1)

Q.13

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ans (4)

Q.14 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by
the given pair of numbers.
63 : 72
1. 112 : 144
2. 188 : 216
3. 161 : 184
4. 152 : 133

Ans (3)

Q.15 Which of the given options would be a logical sequence of the following measurement
units?
1. Furlong
2. Mile
3. Inch
4. Yard
5. Foot
1. 2, 1, 4, 3, 5
2. 1, 4, 2, 5, 3
3. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3
4. 1, 5, 3, 2, 4

Ans (3)

Q.16 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Steel
2. Tin
3. Aluminium
4. Zinc

Ans (1)

Q.17

1.

3.

2.

4.

Ans (3)

Q.18 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
14, 17, 23, 32, 44, 59, ?
1. 78
2. 77
3. 74
4. 67
Ans (2)

Q.19

Ans (4)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Q.20

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (1)
Q.21 Two statements are given followed by two conclusions I and II. You have to consider
these statements to be true, even if they seem at variance from commonly known
facts. Decide which of the given conclusions logically follow/s from the given
statement.
Statements:
1. All petunias are flowers.
2. No flower is black.
Conclusions:
I. Some petunias are black.
II. No petunia is black.
1. Both the conclusion I and II follow.
2. Only conclusion II follows.
3. Only conclusion I follows.
4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

Ans (2)

Q.22 Among the following words, which one will come fifth if they are arranged as per their
order in an English dictionary?
1. Wink
2. Whip
3. Weary
4. Wing
5. Weigh
6. Weather
1. Wink
2. Weather
3. Whip
4. Wing
Ans (4)

Q.23 In a certain code language, ‘KITE’ is written as ‘9’ and ‘MAGIC’ is written as ‘11’. How
will ‘FELICITATION’ be written as in that language?
1. 25
2. 22
3. 24
4. 12
Ans (1)

Q.24 In a certain code language, ‘dee duc tic’ is written as ‘roses are red’, ‘bil doe’ is written
as ‘yellow carnations’ and ‘tic dur doe’ is written as ‘carnations are pink’. What is the
code for ‘pink’ in that language?
1. doe
2. dee
3. tic
4. dur
Ans (4)

Q.25

1.

3.

Ans (1)

2.

4.

Q.26

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.27 If ‘×’ stands for ‘+’, ‘+’ stands for ‘÷’, ‘–’ stands for ‘×’ and ‘÷’ stands for ‘–’, then find
the value of the given equation.
76 ÷ 5 – 6 + 3 × 4 = ?
1. 62
2. 46
3. 65

Ans (4)

4. 70

Q.28 Select the option that is related to the third number in the same way as the second
number is related to the first number.
289 : 324 :: 441 : ?
1. 529
2. 484
3. 401
4. 483

Ans (2)

Q.29 Select the word from the given options that is similar to the given words and hence
belong to the same group.
Eagle, Ostrich, Kiwi
1. Unicorn
2. Bat
3. Sparrow
4. Shark

Ans (3)

Q.30 Select the option that is related to the fifth number in the same way as the second
number is related to the first number and the fourth number is related to the third
number.
10 : 142 :: 17 : 359 :: 21 : ?
1. 525
2. 576
3. 529
4. 527

Ans (4)

Q.31 A, E, I, O, U, H, F and W are sitting around a circular table in clockwise manner in the
same sequence at equal distances from each other. Then O and F interchange their
positions. If H is facing the north, then which direction will O be facing?
1. East
2. South -west
3. West
4. North-east

Ans (4)

Q.32 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Steam
2. Grill
3. Fire
4. Roast

Ans (3)

Q.33 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the first term.
SUNDAY : RWKHVE :: ANNUAL : ?
1. AOKXWR
2. ZPLXVN
3. ZPKYVR
4. BPKYVQ

Ans (3)

Q.34 In the following number series, two numbers have been put within brackets. Select the
most appropriate option for these numbers in relation to their inclusion in the series.
1, 5, 17, (39), 65, 101, (145), 197
1. The first bracketed number from the left is correct and the second bracketed number
from the left is incorrect.
2. Both the bracketed numbers are incorrect.
3. Both the bracketed numbers are correct.
4. The first bracketed number from the left is incorrect and the second bracketed
number from the left is correct.

Ans (4)

Q.35 Four numbers have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one
is different. Choose the odd one.
1. 133
2. 195
3. 171
4. 209

Ans (2)

Q.36 Four letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose the odd one.
1. QUAIL
2. PIOUS
3. AEONS
4. PENAL

Ans (4)

Q.37

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (1)

Q.38 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
B, C, E, ?, Q, G
1. H
2. I
3. E
4. F

Ans (2)

Q.39 Select the option that will fill in the blank and complete the given series.
CYB, FUG, IQL, LMQ, OIV, _____
1. PFZ
2. REA
3. REZ
4. PEA

Ans (2)

Q.40

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ans (4)

Q.41 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by
the given set of numbers.
(9, 28, 85)
1. (7, 22, 67)
2. (11, 34, 102)
3. (14, 52, 156)
4. (3, 12, 37)

Ans (1)

Q.42 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of words.
Food : Chef
1. Painter : Painting
2. Farmer : Field
3. Film : Producer
4. Hospital : Doctor

Ans (3)

Q.43 Select the correct equation after interchanging the operators ‘–’ and ‘×’ and the
numbers ‘4’ and ‘3’.
1. 9 – 4 × 3 = 21
2. 4 – 3 × 9 = 3
3. 3 × 4 – 9 = 9
4. 3 × 9 – 4 = 4

Ans (2)

Q.44 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 42, 72
2. 132, 182
3. 20, 42
4. 56, 63
Ans (4)

Q.45 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the first term.
Wall : Brick :: Fabric : ?
1. Mill
2. Skirt
3. Design
4. Yarn
Ans (4)

Q.46

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (3)

Q.47 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the first term.

Camel : Howdah :: Horse : ?
1. Hoof
2. Saddle
3. Chariot
4. Seat

Ans (2)
Q.48 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 6, 12
2. 24, 4
3. 6, 16
4. 12, 8
Ans (1)

Q.49

1.
2.

3.

4.

Ans (3)

Q.50 A bus driver started from a point ‘A’ and drove 25 km towards the east. He turned left
and drove 30 km. He then turned left and drove 15 km. He again turned left and drove
30 km and reached a point ‘B’. How far and in which direction is the point ‘B’ from the
point ‘A’?
1. 40 km, East
2. 40 km, West
3. 10 km, West
4. 10 km, East

Ans (4)

Q.1 Four letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. OQRT
2. IKMO
3. CEGI
4. TVXZ
Ans (1)

Q.2

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.3 Select the word from the given options that is similar to the given words and hence belong
to the same group.
Squeak : Quack : Cackle
1. Speak
2. Croak
3. Noise
4. Sound
Ans (2)

Q.4

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (2)

Q.5 Richa starts walking from her home and walks 50 m towards west and then turns left and
walks 90 m. Then she again turns left and walks 30 m. After that she again turns left and
goes 120 m. She ﬁnally turns right and and walks 20 m and reaches her ﬁnal destination.
How far is she from her home now and in which direction with reference to her home?
1. 40 m, North West
2. 30 m, South
3. 40 m, North East
4. 30 m, North
Ans (4)

Q.6 Select the option that is related to the fourth term in the same way as the ﬁrst is related to
the second term.
NRGLEDGLLQ : MOTIVATION :: ? : DEMEANOURS
1. WHMHZQLWIV
2. WHNIYOLXIV
3. WHNHZQLXIV
4. WHHNZLQXIV
Ans (3)

Q.7

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (2)

Q.8 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
Bricks : House :: Twigs : ?
1. Wood
2. Fire
3. Nest
4. Tree
Ans (3)

Q.9 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of numbers.
72 : 108
1. 36 : 57
2. 92 : 153
3. 84 : 126
4. 90 : 136
Ans (3)

Q.10 The two given expressions on either side of the ‘=’ sign will have the same value if two
numbers on either side or on the same side are interchanged. Find from the given option the
correct numbers to be interchanged.
4 + 6 × 2 – 27 ÷ 3 = 8 × 2 – 4 + 9 ÷ 3
1. 6, 2
2. 6, 8
3. 4, 3
4. 2, 8
Ans (2)

Q.11 In a code language, HONEY is written as G4M2X. How is STATUE written in that language?
1. RS1S5D
2. RS1S52
3. RS1T5D
4. TS1S5D
Ans (2)

Q.12 If Y = 50, SEA = 50, then ‘YACHT’ will be equal to?
1. 100
2. 114
3. 102
4. 104
Ans (2)

Q.13

1.

3.

2.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.14 Which one of the given options would be a logical sequence of the following words?
1. Plant
2. Seed
3. Sprout
4. Tree
5. Sapling
1. 2, 3, 5, 4, 1
2. 2, 3, 5, 1, 4
3. 1, 5, 2, 3, 4
4. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3
Ans (2)

Q.15

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.16 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
E,Y, U, O, K, ?, A
1. E
2. F
3. H
4. G
Ans (1)

Q.17 Select the option that is related to the ﬁfth number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number and fourth number is related to third number.
121 : 145 : : 49 : 65 : : 169 : ?
1. 197
2. 196
3. 198
4. 193
Ans (1)

Q.18 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
7/50 : 9/82 :: 13/170 : ?
1. 15/225
2. 225
3. 15/224
4. 15/226
Ans (4)

Q.19

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.20

1.

3.

Ans (4)

2.

4.

Q.21

1.

3.

2.

4.

Ans (1)

Q.22 Select the option in which the numbers do NOT share the same relationship as that shared
by the given pair of numbers.
(23, 115, 207)
1. (8, 35, 72)
2. (6, 30, 54)
3. (16, 80, 144)
4. (21, 105, 189)
Ans (1)

Q.23 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Rial
2. Dollar
3. Lira
4. Money
Ans (4)

Q.24 चार श द दए गए ह, जनम से तीन कसी तरह से समान ह, जब क एक असंगत है। असंगत का चयन कर।
1. चीरा
2. छे नी
3. चाक़ू
Ans (1)

4. छू री

Q.25 Four numbers have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. 61
2. 109
3. 73
4. 91
Ans (4)

Q.26 Select the option that will ﬁll in the blank and complete the given series.
DXB, GSI, JNP, MIW, _____
1. ODE
2. PDE
3. PDD
4. OED
Ans (3)

Q.27 Two statements are given followed by two conclusions I and II. You have to consider these
statements to be true, even if they seem at variance from commonly known facts. Choose
which of the given conclusions logically follow/s from the given statement.
Statements:
I. All chairs are wood.
II. No wood is furniture.
Conclusions:
I. All chairs are furniture.
II. Some furniture are wood.
1. Only conclusion I follows.
2. Both conclusions I and II follows.
3. Only conclusion II follows.
Ans (4)

4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

Q.28

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.29 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.
Apple : Fruit
1. Rose : Red
2. Cup : Saucer
3. Okra : Vegetable
4. State : Assam
Ans (3)

Q.30 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
INSPIRE : JPVTNXL :: PERSIST : ______
1. QGUWNYA
2. QFVWNYA
3. QGUWNXZ
4. QGUVMYA
Ans (1)

Q.31 Four numbers have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. 126
2. 91
3. 196
4. 169
Ans (4)

Q.32 A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a circular table facing towards centre. H is on the
immediate left of A but is not neighbour of D or E. F is on immediate right of B. C is between
E and F, G is neighbour of E. Who is between A and B?
1. D
2. G
3. F
4. H
Ans (1)

Q.33 Select the option that will ﬁll in the blank and complete the given series.
35, 52, 75, 110, 151, ___
1. 204
2. 218
3. 210
4. 206
Ans (1)

Q.34

1.
2.
3.

Ans (4)

4.

Q.35 In the following equation, two signs and two numbers need to be interchanged to make it
correct. Select the appropriate signs and numbers from the given alternatives.
6 × 8 + 2 = 20
1. + and ×, 2 and 8

2. × and +, 2 and 6

3. × and + , 6 and 2

4. + and ×, 6 and 8

Ans (4)

Q.36 If + means –, – means ×, × means ÷, and ÷ means +, then what will be the value of following
expression?
15 – 2 ÷ 90 × 9 + 10
1. 32
3. 40

2. 50
4. 30

Ans (4)

Q.37

1.

2.

3.
4.

Ans (4)

Q.38 Arrange the following words in the order in which they appear in an English dictionary.
1. General
2. Gender
3. Gasket
4. Genial
5. Gather
1. 4, 3, 2, 1, 5
2. 3, 5, 2, 4, 1
3. 5, 3, 2, 1, 4
4. 3, 5, 2, 1, 4
Ans (4)

Q.39 Select the option that is correct for the bracketed numbers with respect to their inclusion in
the given series.
4,11, 30, (67), 128, 219, (346), 515
1. Both the bracketed numbers are correct.
2. The ﬁrst bracketed number is correct and the second bracketed number is incorrect.
3. Both the bracketed numbers are incorrect.
4. The ﬁrst bracketed number is incorrect and the second bracketed number is correct.
Ans (2)

Q.40 Three statements are given followed by four conclusions I, II, III and IV. You have to
consider these statements to be true, even if they seem at variance from commonly known
facts. Decide which of the given conclusions logically follow/s from the given statement.
Statements:
I. All parrots are crows.
II. All crows are robins.
III. All robins are swan.
Conclusions:
I. All parrots are swans.
II. All swans are crows.
III. All robins are parrots.
IV. All crows are swans.
1. All the conclusion follow.
2. Only conclusions I and IV follow.
3. Only conclusions II and III follow.
4. Only conclusions I and II follow.
Ans (2)

Q.41 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 7 : 50
2. 21 : 462
3. 14 : 210
4. 25 : 650
Ans (1)

Q.42 ‘Moisten’ is related to ‘Drench’ in the same way as ‘Prick’ is related to:
1. Pin
2. knife
3. Scratch
4. Stab
Ans (4)

Q.43

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (1)

Q.44 Four pairs of letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose the odd one.
1. NVH - KUK
2. CWX - AVZ
3. REA - ODD
4. TXB - QWE
Ans (2)

Q.45 If each English alphabet is assigned even numerical value like A=2, B=4 and so on, what will
be the code of EARTH?
1. 102384218
2. 122384216
3. 102364016
4. 102364018
Ans (3)

Q.46

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.47 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 761 : 617 : 176
2. 416 : 641 : 461
3. 236 : 325 : 263
4. 189 : 198 : 819
Ans (3)

Q.48 In a certain code language, W is written as B, K is written as H, L is written as U, N is written
as A, O is written as M, , E is written as R, D is written as G, G is written as E, then how will
KNOWLEDGE be written in that code?
1. HAMBUGREG
2. MAHBURGER
3. MAHBERGUR
4. HAMBURGER
Ans (4)

Q.49

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.50 Select the option that will ﬁll in the blank and complete the given series.
14, 17, 23, 32, 44, ______
1. 69
2. 56
3. 54
4. 59
Ans (4)

Q.1 In a certain code language, pink is called wood, wood is called Pen, Pen is called colour and
colour is called brown. In this language, which of the following is used for writing?
1. Pink
2. Brown
3. Pen
4. Colour
Ans (4)
Q.2 Select the option that is related to the third number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number.
428 : 717 :: 236 : ?
1. 713
2. 349
3. 339

Ans (c)

4. 249

Q.3 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
Field : Farmer :: Observatory : ?
1. Telescope
2. Astronomer
3. Astronaut

Ans (3)

4. Stars

Q.4

1.

2.
Ans (2)

3.

4.

Q.5 Read the given statements and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information given
in the statements is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly known facts,
decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the statements.
Statements:
1.Some dancers are singers.
2.No singer is an actor.
Conclusions:
I. Some actors are singers.
II. All singers are dancers.
1. Neither conclusion I nor II follows
2. Only conclusion I follows
3. Either conclusion I or II follows
4. Only conclusion II follows
Ans (4)

Q.6 In a certain code language, GOURD is written as 21-4-5-10-24. How will BRINJAL be written
in the same code language?
1. 2-10-3-14-18-1-12
2. 26-10-3-14-18-1-16
3. 26-10-5-14-18-2-16
4. 25-9-3-14-18-1-15
Ans (2)

Q.7 Rishabh starts walking towards west. After walking 70 m he turns to left and walks 35 m
straight. He turns left again and walks 30 m, again he turns to the left and walks a distance
of 35 m. How far is he from the starting point?
1. 60m
2. 100m
3. 70m
4. 40m
Ans (4)

Q.8

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (2)

Q.9 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
NEEDLE : MFDEKF :: BUCKET : ?
1. AVBLDS
2. AVBLDU
3. CVDLFS
4. CVBLDU
Ans (2)

Q.10

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (1)

Q.11 Select the correct combination of mathematical signs to replace * signs and to balance the
following equation.
(9 * 8 * 7) * 13 * 5
1. ×, =, ÷, −
2. ×, −, ÷, =
3. ÷, −, =, ×
Ans (2)

4. −, ÷, ×, =

Q.12

1.

3.
Ans (4)

2.

4.

Q.13 Mayank started driving from his oﬃce to the hotel. He drove 10 km towards north. From
there, he turned right and drove 8 km. Then, he turned right and drove 6 km. Again, he
turned right and drove 5 km and reached his hotel.
What is the shortest distance from the oﬃce to his hotel?
1. 5 km
2. 9 km
3. 2 km
Ans (1)

4. 6 km

Q.14

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (2)

Q.15 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Melon
2. Apple
3. Rose
4. Orange
Ans (3)

Q.16 Arrange the following words in the order in which they appear in an English dictionary.
1. Piquant
2. Pierce
3. Patent
4. Perjury
5. Pasture
1. 5, 3, 4, 2, 1
2. 5, 3, 4, 1, 2
3. 3, 4, 5, 1, 2
4. 3, 5, 4, 1, 2
Ans (1)

Q.17 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
105, 107, 103, ?, 101, 111
1. 102
2. 97
3. 113
4. 109
Ans (4)

Q.18 Read the given statement and conclusions carefully and decide which of the conclusions
logically follow(s) from the statement.
Statement:
“On October 2, let us pledge to make the country free of single-use plastic.”- Prime Minister
of India
Conclusions:
I.All Indians should reduce and then completely eliminate the consumption of single-use
plastic like packaged drinking water
II.India is going to be completely plastic free on October 2
1. Only conclusion I follows
2. Both conclusions I and II follow
3. Only conclusion II follows
4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows
Ans (1)

Q.19 ‘Needle’ is related to ‘Sew’ in the same way as ‘Microscope’ is related to ‘__________’.
1. Lens
2. Laboratory
3. Magnify
4. Science
Ans (3)

Q.20

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.21 Select the option that is related to the fourth term in the same way as the ﬁrst term is
related to the second term.
ULJ : POO :: ? : KRT
1. PIO
2. FMO
3. FIY
4. PIY
Ans (1)

Q.22 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
K, I, G, E, C, ?
1. A
2. B
3. D
Ans (1)

4. Z

Q.23 Which two signs need to be interchanged to make the following equation correct?
32 − 8 ÷ 4 + 5 × 6 = 30
1. × and +
2. × and ÷
3. ÷ and −
Ans (3)

4. ÷ and +

Q.24 Four groups of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and
one is different. Select the group that is different.
1. 632 : 325 : 236
2. 561 : 615 : 165
3. 289 : 829 : 928
4. 426 : 642 : 246
Ans (1)

Q.25 Four number-pairs have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the one that is different.
1. 48 - 81
2. 64 - 100
3. 25 - 36
4. 16 - 49
Ans (1)

Q.26 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
40, 44, 22, 26, 13, ?
1. 16
2. 20
3. 17
4. 22
Ans (3)

Q.27 Which of the given options would be a meaningful ascending order of the following words?
1.Star
2.Satellite
3.Galaxy
4.Planet
5.Universe
1. 5, 1, 3, 2, 4
2. 3, 1, 5, 2, 4
3. 2, 1, 5, 3, 4
4. 5, 3, 1, 4, 2
Ans (d)

Q.28 Select the option in which the number set shares the same relationship as that shared by
the given number set.
(101, 106, 131)
1. (29, 34, 39)
2. (123, 128, 153)
3. (170, 202, 137)
4. (419, 424, 437)
Ans (2)

Q.29

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (2)

Q.30 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Thesaurus
2. Dictionary
3. Book
4. Encyclopaedia
Ans (3)

Q.31 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
1, 11, 35, 79, ?, 251
1. 152
2. 149
3. 105
4. 150
Ans (2)

Q.32 Select the letter-cluster that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
TXB, QWE, NVH, KUK, ?
1. ITM
2. HSN
3. JTM
4. HTN
Ans (4)

Q.33

Ans (4)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Q.34 If W = 46, BAT = 46, then ‘LAMB’ will be equal to:
1. 54
2. 56
3. 52
4. 28
Ans (2)

Q.35 If in a certain code, HORSE is written as GINPQSRTDF, How will JOCKEY be written in that
language?
1. KIPNBDJLDFXZ
2. IKNPBDJLDFXZ
3. KINPBDJLDFZX
4. IKNPDBJLFDZX
Ans (2)

Q.36 If + means −, − means ×, × means ÷, and ÷ means +, then what will be the value of following
expression?
12 − 3 + 15 × 5 ÷ 6 = ?
1. 42
2. 33
3. 40
4. 39
Ans (4)

Q.37 Four groups of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and
one is different. Select the group that is different.
1. 17 : 102 : 204
2. 12 : 72 : 144
3. 14 : 90 : 180
4. 26 : 156 : 312
Ans (3)

Q.38

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (3)

Q.39 Select the option that is related to the ﬁfth number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number and the fourth number is related to the third number.
19 : 23 :: 11 : 13 :: 7 : ?
1. 3
2. 5
3. 9
4. 11
Ans (4)

Q.40 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of numbers
56 - 63
1. 154 - 171
2. 104 - 117
3. 134 - 153
4. 28 - 39
Ans (2)

Q.41

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.42

1.

3.

Ans (3)

2.

4.

Q.43

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.44

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (3)

Q.45 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.
Players : Team
1. Class : Students
2. Flowers : Bouquet
3. Grapes : Dozen
4. Band : Musician
Ans (2)

Q.46 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.
Touch : Push
1. Speak : Shout
2. Refuse : Accept
3. Run : Walk
4. Eat : Drink
Ans (1)

Q.47

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.48 Four numbers have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. 18
2. 25
3. 24
4. 33
Ans (2)

Q.49 Four pairs of letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose the odd one.
1. GJB - ROW
2. EFR - VUI
3. DFL - USM
4. IKN - PNK
Ans (2)

Q.50 Four letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. NOQST
2. EGIKM
3. BDFHJ
4. QSUWY
Ans (1)

Q.1

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ans (3)
Q.2 In a certain code language, ‘REQUEST’ is written as ‘22-21-7-23-19-7-20’. How will
‘SWITCH’ be written as in that language?
1. 21-25-11-22-5-10
2. 19-23-11-22-5-8
3. 10-5-20-11-25-21

Ans (4)

4. 10-5-22-11-25-21

Q.3

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (1)

Q.4

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (2)

Q.5

1.

3.

Ans (1)

2.

4.

Q.6 Select the option that will ﬁll in the blank and complete the given series.
7, 16, 40, 84, _____, 252
1. 151
2. 149
3. 150
4. 153
Ans (4)

Q.7 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
HOSPITAL : JLWKOMIC :: MEDICINE : ?
1. OBHDIBVW
2. PBIHIBWV
3. PCHDIBWV
4. OBHDIBVV
Ans (4)

Q.8

1.

3.

Ans (2)

2.

4.

Q.9 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.
1. Car
2. Aeroplane
3. Petrol
4. Bus
Ans (3)

Q.10 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
Monk : Monastery :: Knight : ?
1. Stable
2. Cottage
3. Mansion
4. Convent
Ans (3)

Q.11 If ‘+’ means ‘–’, ‘–’ means ‘×’, ‘×’ means ‘÷’ and ‘÷’ means ‘+’, then what will be the value of
the following expression?
27 – 2 + 24 × 8 ÷ 4
1. 45
2. 55
3. 50
4. 51
Ans (2)

Q.12 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 18 : 306
2. 25 : 650
3. 23 : 552
4. 13 : 182
Ans (1)

Q.13 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
WARDROBE : AWDROREB :: AQUARIUM : ?
1. QAAIURMU
2. UQAAIRMU
3. MUIRRAUQA
4. QAAUIRMU
Ans (4)

Q.14

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (2)

Q.15 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose out the odd one.
1. 16 - 64
2. 26 - 168
3. 34 - 289
Ans (2)

4. 18 - 81

Q.16 Which two signs need to be interchanged to make the following equation correct?
45 – 9 ÷ 3 + 5 × 6 = 32
1. × and ÷
2. ÷ and +
3. × and +
4. ÷ and –
Ans (4)

Q.17 In a certain code language, ‘MACHINE’ is written as ‘N5XS3M4’. How will ‘PREDICT’ be
written as in that language?
1. K34W3XH
2. KI4W3XG
3. KI2W3YF
4. JI4V3YG
Ans (2)

Q.18 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.
Leaves : Rustle
1. Jackal : Roar
2. Rain : Patter
3. Drum : Jingle
4. Bells : Temple
Ans (2)

Q.19 In a certain code language, O is written as R, R is written as A, A is written as I, I is written
as N, N is written as E, E is written as P, P is written as T, C is written as M and L is written as
L. How will PORCELAIN be written as in that language?

1. TRAMPLINE
2. ERAMPLINT
3. TAMRPLINE
4. PLINETRAM
Ans (1)

Q.20 Four words have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.

1. Defect
2. Fault
3. Flaw
4. Mend
Ans (4)

Q.21 Select the correct combination of mathematical signs to replace * signs and to balance the
following equation.

(18 * 9 * 14) * 37 * 4
1. ÷ – × =
2. × – ÷ =
3. – ÷ × =
4. × ÷ – =
Ans (2)

Q.22 Seven professionals are standing in a row. A journalist is to the immediate right of a
pharmacist and to the immediate left of a teacher. An advocate is on the immediate right of
an accountant. The advocate and pharmacist have one person between them. The teacher
and a doctor have two persons between them. An architect and the pharmacist have two
persons between them. Who is in the middle?

1. Pharmacist
2. Doctor
3. Journalist
Ans (1)

4. Teacher

Q.23 The statements are given followed by two conclusions I and II. Consider the given

statements as true and decide which of the given conclusions logically follow/s from the
given statements.
Statements:
United Nation has adopted 21st June as world Yoga day. This has promoted India’s glorious
tradition all over the world.
Conclusions:
I. Yoga is practiced only on 21st June.
II. More people are coming to India now to practice Yoga.
1. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.
2. Only conclusion I follows.
3. Only conclusion II follows.
4. Both conclusions I and II follow.
Ans (1)
Q.24 Select the option that will ﬁll in the blank and complete the given series.

CDZ, DGE, EJJ, FMO, GPT, _____
1. GRY
2. HRZ
3. HSY
4. IQX
Ans (3)
Q.25 Select the option that will ﬁll in the blank and complete the given series.

6, 10, 19, 35, 60, _____
1. 93
2. 95
3. 96
4. 98
Ans (3)
Q.26 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.

Fatigue : Rest
1. Water : Thirst
2. Disease : Medicine
3. Darkness : Night
Ans (2)

4. Food : Hunger

Q.27 Select the option that is related to the third number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number.

104 : 117 :: 216 : ?
1. 342
2. 243
3. 234
4. 245
Ans (2)

Q.28 Four pairs of numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner, while
one is different. Choose out the odd one.

1. 31 - 41
2. 73 - 79
3. 83 - 97
4. 61 - 71
Ans (2)

Q.29 Four numbers have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.

1. 91
2. 171
3. 169
Ans (2)

4. 195

Q.30 Select the option that is related to the ﬁfth number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number and the fourth number is related to the third number.

14 : 98 :: 18 : 162 :: 26 : ?
1. 345
2. 338
3. 328
4. 262
Ans (2)

Q.31 Identify the number that does NOT related to the following series.

25, 28, 23, 30, 21, 33
1. 21
2. 30
3. 23
4. 33
Ans (4)
Q.32 ‘Link’ is related to ‘Chain’ in the same way as ‘Bead’ is related to ‘______’.

1. Pearl
2. Necklace
3. Jewellery
Ans (2)

4. Sea

Q.33 Four letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner, while one is
different. Choose the odd one.

1. DGK
2. MLY
3. ENR
4. QFW
Ans (3)
Q.34 Which of the given options would be a logical sequence of the following words?

1. Primary
2. Kinder Garten
3. University
4. Secondary
1. 2, 1, 5, 3, 4
2. 3, 1, 5, 2, 4
3. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3
4. 5, 3, 1, 4, 2
Ans (3)

Q.35 If each of the letters in the English alphabet is assigned odd numerical value beginning with
A = 1, B = 3 and so on, what will be the total value of the letters of the word NOMINAL?

1. 150
2. 144
3. 146
Ans (4)

4. 149

Q.36 Ameeta walks 20 m towards the north and then turns right and walks 30 m. Then she turns
left and walks 25 m. After that she turns right and walks 30 m. From there, she turns right
and walks 65 m. Then she again turns left and walks 40 m. She ﬁnally turns left and walks
20 m. How far is she from her home now and in which direction with reference to her home?

1. 20 m, West
2. 40 m, South
3. 100 m, East
4. 20 m, East
Ans (3)
Q.37 Read the given statements and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information given
in the statements is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly known facts,
decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the statements.

Statements:
I. Some appliances are electronic.
II. Some electronics are tube lights.
Conclusions:
I. Some appliances are tube lights.
II. No tube light is an appliance.
1. Only conclusion II follows.
2. Only conclusion I follows.
3. Either conclusion I or II follows.
Ans (3)

4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

Q.38 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.

X, U, P, M, ?, E
1. I
2. H
3. J
Ans (2)

4. K

Q.39 Four pairs of letter-cluster have been given out of which three are alike in some manner,
while one is different. Choose the odd one.

1. NOQ – MLK
2. EGI – VTR
3. QSU – JHF
4. BEG – YVT
Ans (1)
Q.40 Arrange the following words in the order in which they appear in an English dictionary.

1. Appear
2. Apparent
3. Apostle
4. Apology
5. Appetite
1. 3, 5, 4, 1, 2
2. 5, 3, 4, 1, 2
3. 4, 3, 2, 1, 5
4. 5, 4, 3, 1, 2
Ans (3)

Q.41 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of numbers.

72 - 14
1. 45 - 20
2. 92 - 17
3. 36 - 19
4. 81 - 80
Ans (1)

Q.42 Select the option in which the numbers do NOT share the same relationship as that shared
by the given pair of numbers.

(98, 107, 125)
1. (319, 328, 346)
2. (122, 131, 149)
3. (29, 38, 56)
4. (73, 82, 99)
Ans (4)

Q.1 In a certain code, REASON is coded as 13, CHAIR is coded as 11, then what is the code of
EXAMINATION?
1. 12
2. 22
3. 23
4. 11
Ans (3)

Q.2

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (2)

Q.3 Four words have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the odd one.
1. Court
2. Stable
3. Den
4. Igloo
Ans (1)

Q.4 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
1, 5, 11, 19, 29, 41, ?

1. 50
2. 49
3. 55
4. 57
Ans (3)

Q.5 Which of the given options would be a logical sequence of the following places when
arranged in a clockwise manner starting from north on India’s Map?
1. Ladakh
2. Goa
3. Puducherry
4. Punjab
5. Odisha
1. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3
2. 1, 4, 2, 5, 3
3. 1, 5, 2, 3, 4
4. 1, 5, 3, 2, 4
Ans (4)

Q.6 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of numbers.
72 : 14
1. 36 : 19
2. 92 : 17
3. 45 : 20
4. 81 : 80
Ans (3)

Q.7 Naveen, Sapna, Alka, Jenny, Megan, Farhad and Bhavna are sitting in a row in a cinema hall.
All of them are facing the screen that is towards the east.
Sapna is at the extreme end and her immediate neighbour is Megan. Jenny is on the right of
Megan. Bhavna has Megan and Farhad on each side. Alka is to the immediate right of Jenny
who is sitting third from the south end.
Jenny is sitting immediately between which of the following pairs of people?
1. Farhad and Alka
2. Megan and Bhavna
3. Naveen and Alka
4. Bhavna and Farhad
Ans (1)

Q.8 Select the correct equation after interchanging operators ‘+’ and ‘÷’, and numbers ‘2’ and ‘8’.
1. 8 + 4 ÷ 2 = 8
2. 2 + 8 ÷ 4 = 2
3. 4 + 8 ÷ 2 = 4
4. 8 + 2 ÷ 4 = 6
Ans (2)

Q.9 Select the option that is related to the third word in the same way as the second word is
related to the ﬁrst word.
Power : Watt :: Pressure : ?
1. Pascal
2. Newton
3. Degrees
4. Ohm
Ans (1)

Q.10 In a certain language, if MOUNTAIN is written as 46352195, then how is UNIVERSE coded in
the same language?
1. 35945915
2. 45945915
3. 13594591
Ans (1)

4. 25945905

Q.11

1.
2.
3.

4.
Ans (2)

Q.12 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
PURPOSE : QWUTTYL :: SERVICE : ?
1. TGUZNGL
2. RFUZNGL
3. TGUZNIL
4. RGVZNHL
Ans (3)

Q.13 Four number pairs have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the one that is different.
1. 25 : 650
2. 18 : 306
3. 23 : 552
4. 13 : 182
Ans (2)

Q.14 In a code language, DOCUMENT is written as FRGUMWQH. How is PERCEIVE written in that
language?
1. UHSCEHXM
2. VHSCEHYL
3. VHSCEHYK
Ans (4)

4. UHSCEHYL

Q.15 Select the correct combination of mathematical signs to replace * signs and to balance the
following equation.
1/6 * 1/24 * 2 * 8 * 35 * 23
1. ×, −, ÷, +, =
2. ×, +, ÷, −, =
3. ÷, −, ×, +, =
Ans (4)

4. +, −, ÷, ×, =

Q.16 नीचे दए गए कथन और न कष को यानपूवक पढ़े और यह नणय कर क दए गए न कष म से कौन सा/से
कथन से ता कक प से अनुसरण करता/ते है/ह।
कथन:
कसी

का मह व केवल उसक

त ा और धन पर नभर नह होता है।

न कष:
I. अ धकांश लोग का ल य सफ अ धक धन ा त करना होता है।
II. त ा और धन के अलावा कुछ और भी कारक होते ह जो कसी

क मह व म योगदान करते ह।

1. केवल न कष II अनुसरण करता है।
2. केवल न कष I अनुसरण करता है।
3. दोन न कष I और II अनुसरण करते ह।
4. ना न कष I ना ही न कष II अनुसरण करता है।
Ans (1)
Q.17 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
ZPEEXFLCRQ : SHIFT :: ATEXXDIBVO : ?
1. VADER
2. EAGLE
3. ADORE
4. WAGER
Ans (4)
Q.18 Arrange the following words in the order in which they appear in an English dictionary.

1. Dementia
2. Demand
3. Dearth
4. Demon
5. Daemon
1. 4, 3, 2, 1, 5
2. 3, 5, 2, 1, 4
3. 5, 3, 2, 4, 1
4. 5, 3, 2, 1, 4
Ans (4)
Q.19 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.

Z, V, P, L, ?, B
1. I
2. E
3. F
4. H
Ans (3)

Q.20 Read the given statements and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information given
in the statements is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly known facts,
decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the statements.

Statements:
A. All purses are coins.
B. All coins are rupees.
C. All rupees are pink.
Conclusions:
I. All purses are pink.
II. All pink are coins.
III. All rupees are purses.
IV. All coins are pink.
1. Only conclusions I and II follow.
2. All the conclusions follow.
3. Only conclusions II and III follow.
4. Only conclusions I and IV follow.
Ans (4)
Q.21 Four number-pairs have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the one that is different.

1. 18 - 81
2. 34 - 289
3. 26 -168
4. 16 - 64
Ans (3)

Q.22 Four words have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the odd one.

1. NIZAM
2. STEIN
3. MAINS
4. SAINT
Ans (2)
Q.23 Three of the four options are similar to the given number set in a certain manner while one
is different. Select the option that is NOT like the given number set.

(90, 450, 810)
1. (17, 85, 153)
2. (7, 35, 56)
3. (21, 105, 189)
4. (5, 25, 45)
Ans (2)

Q.24 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.

Gallop: Horse
1. Scamper : Mouse
2. Elephant : Amble
3. Bird : Kangaroo
4. Run : Lion
Ans (1)

Q.25 चार श द दए गए ह, जनम से तीन कसी तरह से समान ह, जब क एक असंगत है। असंगत का चयन कर।

1. ामा णक
2. न कपट
3. वा त वक
4. म या
Ans (4)

Q.26 In the following number series, two numbers have been put within brackets. Select the most
appropriate option for these numbers in relation to their inclusion in the series.

0,7, 26, (65), 124, 215, (344), 511

1. Both the bracketed numbers are incorrect.
2. The ﬁrst bracketed number is incorrect and the second bracketed number is correct.
3. The ﬁrst bracketed number is correct and the second bracketed number is incorrect.
4. Both the bracketed numbers are correct.
Ans (1)

Q.27 If + means −, − means ×, × means ÷, and ÷ means +, then what will be the value of following
expression?

50 + 10 ÷ 25 × 5 − 3 = ?
1. 50
2. 55
3. 45
4. 51
Ans (2)

Q.28 Select the option that is related to the ﬁfth number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number and the fourth number is related to the third number.

14 : 289 :: 17 : 400 :: 21 : ?
1. 570
2. 441
3. 504
4. 576
Ans (4)

Q.29 In a certain code language, U is written as A, A as G, D as I, N as T, B as R, E as D and C as U.
How will ABUNDANCE be written in that code?

1. RGATIGTUD
2. GRATITGUD
3. GRATITUDE
4. GRATIGTUD
Ans (4)

Q.30 Rohan is facing towards west and turns 45° clockwise, again 180° clockwise and then turns
225° anticlockwise. In which direction is he facing now?

1. East
2. West
3. South
4. North
Ans (2)

Q.31 Four number-pairs have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the one that is different.

1. 31 - 41
2. 83 - 97
3. 73 - 79
4. 61 - 71
Ans (3)
Q.32 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.

13, 15, 19, 25, 33, ?
1. 43
2. 54
3. 41
4. 42
Ans (1)

Q.33 ‘खुशी’ का संबंध ‘हष’ से उसी तरह है, जैसे ‘प र मी ’ ‘______’ से संबं धत है।

1. मेहनती

2. साँस फूलना

3. सहानुभू त

4. ोध

Ans (1)
Q.34 Select the letter-cluster that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.

DZA, FUD, HPG, JKJ, LFM, ?
1. NBQ
3. NAP

2. NAQ
4. MAP

Ans (4)
Q.35 Rearrange the given letters to form meaningful words and select the option which is
different from the other three words.

1. EZAMI

2. ETWAH

3. REAYBL

4. SEHCWA

Ans (4)

Q.36 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.

6/34 : 8/62 :: 11/119 : ?
2. 17/167
1. 13/167
3. 13/165

4. 15/171

Ans (1)

Q.37 Four numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the one that is different.

1. 197
2. 193
3. 191
4. 195
Ans (4)

Q.38 Select the word from among the given options that is similar to the given words and hence
belongs to the same group.

Crocodile : Snake : Iguana : ?
1. Starﬁsh
2. Chameleon
3. Toad
4. Frog
Ans (2)

Q.1

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (1)

Q.2 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
15, 18, 13, 20, 11, ?
1. 22
2. 20
3. 25
Ans (1)

4. 23

Q.3

1.

3.

Ans (4)

2.

4.

Q.4 Which two signs need to be interchanged to make the following equation correct?
48 – 8 ÷ 4 + 5 × 6 = 32
1. × and +
2. ÷ and –
3. × and ÷
4. ÷ and +
Ans (2)

Q.5

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (3)

Q.6

1.

2.

3.
4.

Ans (2)

Q.7 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
3, 12, 36, 80, ?, 248
1. 149
2. 146
3. 147
Ans (1)

4. 152

Q.8 If ‘+’ means ‘–’, ‘–’ means ‘×’, ‘×’ means ‘÷’ and ‘÷’ means ‘+’, then what will be the value of
the following expression?
25 – 2 + 32 × 8 ÷ 4
1. 51
2. 45
3. 55
Ans (4)

4. 50

Q.9

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (2)

Q.10 Four number-pairs are given out of which three are alike in a certain way and one is
different. Select the number-pair that is different from the rest.
1. 18 : 306
2. 23 : 552
3. 13 : 182
Ans (1)

4. 25 : 650

Q.11 Select the option that is related to the third number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number.
184 : 207 :: 208 : ?
1. 234
2. 344
3. 235
4. 237
Ans (1)

Q.12 Select the letter-cluster that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
EFY, FID, GLI, HON, IRS, ?
1. KUX
2. KQY
3. JUX
4. JVY
Ans (3)

Q.13 Select the option that gives a meaningful sequence of the given words.
1. Billion
2. Trillion
3. Hundred
4. Million
5. Thousand
1. 2, 1, 5, 3, 4
2. 3, 1, 5, 2, 4
3. 3, 1, 4, 5, 2
4. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3
Ans (4)

Q.14 Three of the following four words are alike in a certain way and one is different. Select the
odd word.
1. Gladsome
2. Morose
3. Joyous
4. Cheerful
Ans (2)

Q.15 ‘Quarrel’ is related to ‘War’ in the same way as ‘Error’ is related to ‘_________’.
1. Mend
2. Defect
3. Blunder
4. Flaw
Ans (3)

Q.16

1.

3.

2.

4.

Ans (2)

Q.17 Three of the following four letter-clusters are alike in a certain way and one is different.
Select the odd one.
1. GKR
2. QIZ
3. HNU
4. MKX
Ans (3)

Q.18 Three of the following four numbers are alike in a certain way and one is different. Select
the number that is different from the rest.
1. 90
2. 165
3. 195
4. 170
Ans (4)

Q.19

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.20 Seven friends are sitting in a row. Jyoti is to the immediate right of Priya and to the
immediate left of Trisha. Aditi is to the immediate right of Akshaya. Aditi and Priya have one
person between them. Trisha and Diksha have two persons between them. Anika and Priya
have two persons between them. Who is at the extreme right end?
1. Anika
2. Akshaya
3. Jyoti
4. Trisha
Ans (1)

Q.21 Four number-pairs are given out of which three are alike in a certain way and one is
different. Select the number-pair that is different from the rest.
1. 5 : 7
2. 17 : 23
3. 13 : 19
4. 31 : 41
Ans (1)

Q.22 उस वक प का चयन कर, जसका तीसरे श द के साथ वही संबंध है , जो सरे श द का पहले श द से है।
बेटा : बेट :: बारह सघा : ?
1. हरण-शावक
2. अमे रक हरण
3. मृग
Ans (4)

4. हरणी

Q.23 Read the given statements and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information given
in the statements is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly known facts,
decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the statements.
Statements:
I. Some chocolates are toffees.
II. All toffees are éclairs.
Conclusions:
I. Some éclairs are toffees.
II. Some éclairs are chocolates.
1. Both conclusions I and II follow.
2. Only conclusion II follows.
3. Only conclusion I follows.
4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.
Ans (1)

Q.24

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (2)

Q.25 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
W, T, O, L, ?, D
1. J
2. K
3. G
4. H
Ans (3)

Q.26 Select the option in which the numbers are NOT related in the same way as are the numbers
in the given set.
(143, 110, 88)
1. (69, 36, 14)
2. (61, 28, 6)
3. (114, 82, 60)
4. (123, 90, 68)
Ans (3)

Q.27 Four number-pairs are given out of which three are alike in a certain way and one is
different. Select the number-pair that is different from the rest.
1. 16 : 64
2. 34 : 289
3. 24 : 142
4. 14 : 49
Ans (3)

Q.28 Three of the following four words are alike in a certain way and one is different. Select the
odd word.
1. Depression
2. Malaria
3. Typhoid
4. Flu
Ans (1)

Q.29 Select the option that is related to the ﬁfth number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number and the fourth number is related to the third number.
16 : 128 :: 18 : 162 :: 22 : ?
1. 246
2. 242
3. 88
4. 484
Ans (2)

Q.30 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.
Anemometer : Wind
1. Barometer : Depth
2. Seismograph : Earthquake
3. Scale : Current
4. Odometer : Pressure
Ans (2)

Q.31

1.
2.
3.
4.
Ans (4)

Q.32 If each of the letters of the English alphabet is assigned odd numerical value beginning with
A = 1, B = 3 and so on, then what will be the total value of the letters of the word CARDINAL?
1. 114
2. 116
3. 110
Ans (2)

4. 119

Q.33 Vimla starts from her home and walks 30 m towards north and then turns right and walks
40 m. Then, she turns left and walks 35 m. After that, she turns right and walks 40 m. F rom
there, she turns right and walks 85 m. Then, she again turns right and walks 50 m. From
there, she ﬁnally turns right and walks 20 m. How far is she from her home now and in
which direction with reference to her home?

Ans (4)

1. 30 m, South

2. 20 m, West

3. 100 m, East

4. 30 m, East

Q.34 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.
7, 11, 20, 36, 61, ?
1. 97
2. 99
3. 95
Ans (1)

4. 94

Q.35

1.

2.

4.

3.
Ans (3)

Q.36

Ans (4)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Q.37 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of numbers.
78 - 57
1. 35 - 14
2. 67 - 42
3. 45 - 21
4. 24 - 19
Ans (3)

Q.38 In a certain code language, G is written as S, L as A, A as O, O as N, N as E, E as G, H as L
and S as H. How will HALOGENS be written in that code?
1. LNAOSGEH
2. LOANSGEH
3. HOANSGEL
4. HOENSGAH
Ans (2)

Q.39 Read the given statement and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information given in
the statement is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly known facts,
decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the statement.
Statement:
Most of the students usually fail to apply in practice what they studied on their courses in
school and colleges because they studied the course just so they could pass the
examination.
Conclusions:
I. Most of the students are just trying to pass the examination.
II. There is less emphasis on learning by teachers.
1. Both conclusions I and II follow.
2. Only conclusion II follows.
3. Only conclusion I follows.
4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.
Ans (3)

Q.40 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
TRAMPOLINE : RTMAQPILEN :: BINOCULARS : ?
1. RSLAVDNOBI
2. ICONVDALSR
3. IBONUCALSR
Ans (3)

4. IBONDVALSR

Q.41 Arrange the following words in the order in which they appear in an English dictionary.
1. Heist
3. Heart

2. Height
4. Hackle

5. Higher
1. 4, 3, 2, 1, 5
2. 5, 4, 3, 1, 2
3. 4, 2, 1, 3, 5
4. 3, 5, 4, 1, 2

Ans (1)

Q.42 In a certain code language, SCIENCE is written as 7-5-16-7-11-5-21. How will MUSEUM be
written in that code language?
1. 14-22-5-5-22-14
2. 13-21-6-21-21-13
3. 15-23-7-21-23-15
4. 13-23-7-21-23-13

Ans (3)
Q.43

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (1)

Q.44 In a certain code, CATHODE is written as X5GS2W4. How will RELATION be written in that
code?
1. J4O1G32N
2. I3O1G32M
3. I4O5G32M
4. J3O5G32M
Ans (3)

Q.45 Select the combination of mathematical signs that when sequentially placed in the blanks
of the given equation will balance the equation.
(157_13)_36_1_5
1. + ÷ – =
2. – ÷ + =
3. + – ÷ =
4. ÷ – + =
Ans (2)

Q.46 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
set of words (in the same order).
Track : Train : Driver
1. Road : Bus : Conductor
2. Sea : Ship : Captain
3. Sky : Pilot : Airhostess
4. Field : Athlete : Pole
Ans (2)

Q.47

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.48 Select the option that is related to the third term in the same way as the second term is
related to the ﬁrst term.
AQUARIUM : ZSREMONU :: HUMIDITY : ?
1. IWJNYOMG
2. GVJMXOMG
3. GWJMYOMG
4. IVJNYOMH
Ans (3)

Q.49

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (3)

Q.50 Three of the following four pairs of letter cluster are alike in a certain way and one is
different. Select the odd one.
1. OPR – JKL
2. BFX – YUC
3. PHJ – KSQ
4. RTV – IGE
Ans (1)

Q.1 Select the option in which the numbers share the same relationship as that shared by the
given pair of numbers.
16 : 35
1. 43 : 67
2. 19 : 93
3. 14 : 35
4. 54 : 96
Ans (1)

Q.2 If each of the letters of the English alphabet is assigned an odd numerical value beginning
with A = 1, B = 3 and so on, what will be the total value of the letters of the word RADICAL?
1. 88
2. 89
3. 90

Ans (2)

4. 99

Q.3 Select the option that is related to the third number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number.
91 : 104 :: 161 : ?
1. 235
2. 237
3. 184
4. 344

Ans (3)

Q.4 Four numbers have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the number that is different from the rest.
1. 176
2. 160
3. 240
Ans (4)

4. 178

Q.5 Four number-pairs have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the number-pair that is different from the rest.
1. 34 : 3
2. 17 : 6
3. 2 : 51
4. 24 : 4
Ans (4)

Q.6 In the following number series, two numbers have been put within brackets. Select the most
appropriate option for these numbers in relation to their inclusion in the series.
21, 24, 19, (29), 17, 28, (15), 30
1. The ﬁrst bracketed number (from the left) is correct and the second bracketed
number (from the left) is incorrect.
2. The ﬁrst bracketed number (from the left) is incorrect and the second bracketed
number (from the left) is correct.
3. Both the bracketed numbers are incorrect.
4. Both the bracketed numbers are correct.
Ans (2)

Q.7

1.

3.

Ans (1)

2.

4.

Q.8

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ans (4)

Q.9 Four number-pairs have been given, out of which three are alike in some manner and one is
different. Select the number-pair that is different from the rest.
1. 7 : 37
2. 18 : 49
3. 13 : 29
Ans (2)

4. 24 : 51

Q.10

1.

2.

3.

4.
Ans (4)

Q.11 Read the given statements and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information given
in the statements is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly known facts,
decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the statements.
Statements:
I. Some chimpanzees are tigers.
II. All tigers are elephants.
Conclusions:
I. Some elephants are tigers.
II. Some elephants are chimpanzees.
1. Both conclusions I and II follow.
2. Only conclusion I follows.
3. Only conclusion II follows.
Ans (1)

4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

Q.12 Select the option in which the numbers are NOT related in the same way as are the numbers
in the given set.
(123, 88, 63)
1. (135, 100, 75)
2. (70, 35, 10)
3. (100, 65, 25)
4. (150, 115 , 90)
Ans (3)
Q.13 उस वक प का चयन कर , जसका तीसरे पद के साथ वही संबंध है, जो सरे पद का पहले पद से है।

CANOPY : BCKSKE :: WARDROBE : ?
1. XCOHMUUN
2. VCOHMUVN
3. XCOHMUUM
4. VCOHMUUM
Ans (4)
Q.14 न न ल खत चार श द म से तीन एक न
कर।

1. हरण
2. शावक
3. बछड़ा
Ans (1)

4. मेमना

त तरीके से समान ह और एक असंगत है। असंगत श द का चयन

Q.15 ‘Scientist’ is related to ‘Laboratory’ in the same way as ‘Teacher’ is related to ‘_________’.

1. Job
2. Students
3. Research
4. School
Ans (4)

Q.16 Which two signs need to be changed to make the following equation correct?

64 – 8 ÷ 3 + 7 × 5 = 40
1. ÷ and –
2. × and +
3. ÷ and +
4. × and ÷
Ans (4)

Q.17 Select the number that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.

6, 9, 14, 21, 30, 41, ?
1. 54
2. 53
3. 57
4. 49
Ans (1)

Q.18 न न ल खत चार श द म से तीन एक न
कर।

1. आनंद
2. उदास
3. एकाक
4. ःखी
Ans (1)

त तरीके से समान ह और एक असंगत है। असंगत श द का चयन

Q.19 Which of the given options would be a logical sequence of the following words?

1. Punjab
2. Amritsar
3. World
4. India
5. Asia
6. Golden Temple
1. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3, 6
2. 6, 2, 1, 4, 5, 3
3. 6, 2, 1, 5, 3, 4
4. 3, 1, 5, 2, 4, 6
Ans (2)

Q.20 Four sets of numbers are given out of which three are alike in a certain way and one is
different. Select the set of numbers that is different from the rest.

1. 9 – 81 – 729
2. 5 – 25 – 225
3. 3 – 9 – 27
4. 6 – 36 – 216
Ans (2)

Q.21 उस वक प का चयन कर , जसका तीसरे श द के साथ वही संबंध है, जो सरे श द का पहले श द से है।

प : समु :: म उ ान : ?
1. म भू म
2. पवत
3. हवा
Ans (1)

4. पेड़

Q.22 Select the option that is related to the ﬁfth number in the same way as the second number
is related to the ﬁrst number and the fourth number is related to the third number.

21 : 529 :: 25 : 729 :: 17 : ?
1. 324
2. 441
3. 361
4. 289
Ans (3)

Q.23 Select the correct combination of mathematical signs to replace * signs and to balance the
following equation.

86 * (5 * 8 * 4) * 9 * 85
1. +, ×, ÷, -, =
2. ÷, -, ×, +, =
3. -, ×, ÷, +, =
4. +, -, ×, ÷, =
Ans (3)

Q.24 Three of the following four pairs are alike in a certain way and one is different. Select the
odd one.

1. AEW - ZVD
2. QJR - JQH
3. SUL - HFO
4. PHK - KSP
Ans (2)

Q.25 In a certain code language, I is written as P, L as A, A as O, O as N, N as C, C as T, P as L and
T as I. How will POLITICIAN be written in that code?

1. LNAPIPTPON
2. LNAPIPTPOC
3. TNAPIPLPOC
4. LNAIPITPOC
Ans (2)

Q.26 In the given series one number is incorrect. Identify the INCORRECT number from among
the options given.

3, 5, 7, 6, 10, 14, 12, 24, 28, 24, 40, 56
1. 28
2. 24
3. 12
4. 10
Ans (2)

Q.27 Read the given statements and conclusions carefully. Assuming that the information given
in the statements is true, even if it appears to be at variance with commonly known facts,
decide which of the given conclusions logically follow(s) from the statements.

Statements:
I. All pictures are coloured.
II. No coloured is black.
Conclusions:
I. Some pictures are black.
II. No picture is black.
1. Both conclusions I and II follow.
2. Only conclusion I follows.
3. Only conclusion II follows.
Ans (3)

4. Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

Q.28 If in a certain code, COATED is written as X41G2W, then how will ORIENTAL be written in
that code?

1. I432NGZP
2. 4I32MG1O
3. I432MGZO
4. 4I32NGZP
Ans (2)

Q.29 उस वक प का चयन कर, जसका तीसरे पद के साथ वही संबंध है, जो सरे पद का पहले पद से है।

DEMOGRAPHY : EDOMHSPAYH :: BACKGROUND : ?
1. DNKCSHUOAB
2. ABKCHSUODN
3. ABKCSHUODN
4. DNKCHSUOAB
Ans (2)

Q.30 Select the correct equation after interchanging operations ‘+’ and ‘–’ and numbers ‘4’ and ‘8’.

1. 2 + 8 – 4 = 9
2. 4 – 8 + 11 = 1
3. 8 + 4 – 2 = 10
4. 4 – 8 + 11 = 8
Ans (2)

Q.31 Select the letter-cluster that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.

FIY, HLD, JOI, LRN, NUS, ?
1. PVX
2. PXX
3. QVY
4. QXY
Ans (2)
Q.32 Arrange the following words in the order in which they would appear in an English
dictionary.

1. Candid
2. Cancel
3. Cachet
4. Cable
5. Canary
1. 4, 3, 2, 1, 5
2. 4, 3, 5, 2, 1
3. 3, 5, 4, 1, 2
4. 4, 2, 1, 3, 5
Ans (1)

Q.33 Select the letter that can replace the question mark (?) in the following series.

U, P, M,H, ?, Z
1. H
2. K
3. E
Ans (3)

4. J

Q.34 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
pair of words.

Barometer : Pressure
1. Thermometer : Volume
2. Ammeter : Current
3. Scale : Seconds
4. Voltmeter : Heat
Ans (2)

Q.35 Rehana drives 6 km west from her home and turns left and drives 3 km and then turns left
again and drives 10 km. What is the shortest distance between Rehana’s home and ofﬁce?

1. 10 km
2. 5 km
3. 4 km
4. 9 km

Ans (2)

Q.36 Three of the following four letter-clusters are alike in a certain way and one is different.
Select the odd one.

1. HNU
2. MKX
3. QIZ
4. GKR

Ans (1)

Q.37 Select the option in which the words share the same relationship as that shared by the given
set of words.

Cat : Lion : Jaguar
1. Reptile : Snake : Toad
2. Shark : Dolphin : Bat
3. Monkey : Chimpanzee : Gorilla
4. Sports : Athlete : Javelin
Ans (3)

म बैठे ह। 'O','E' और 'U' के बगल म बैठा है। ‘A', ’I' के बगल
Q.38 A, E, I, O और U उ र क ओर मुंह करके एक पं
म बैठा है, जो सबसे बा ओर बैठा है।'U', 'A' के बगल म नह बैठा है। बीच म कौन बैठा है?
1. O
2. U
3. E
4. A
Ans (3)

Q.39 In a certain language, if ABIDE is written as 14811625, then how will CAGED be written as in
that language?

1. 81493514
2. 91416514
3. 61492516
4. 91492516
Ans (4)

